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This month’s Fly-ins

Hopefully, by the time you read this, we

will have had some Wednesday

evening fly-ins and there will be some

reports to publish. Keep an eye on your

Inbox for details and specific conditions

relating to the venue.

Bristol gets Listening Squawk

The UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)

has confirmed Bristol Airport will be

allocated a "listening out" squawk from

May 2015. The ever-popular squawk codes

have played an instrumental role in

reducing the number of airspace

infringements by general aviation aircraft

at the UK’s largest airports.

Officially known as Frequency Monitoring

Codes, a listening out squawk enables air

traffic controllers to alert a pilot to their

close proximity to the boundaries of

controlled airspace - if their aircraft looks

likely to infringe.  Any aircraft fitted with a

Mode A/C or Mode S transponder can use

these codes.  By entering the relevant

four-digit code into the transponder and

listening to the published radio frequency,

a pilot signifies to air traffic control that

he/she is actively monitoring radio

transmissions on that frequency and their

aircraft position is visible on radar.

The Bristol listening out squawk code will

be 5077 and will become operational on 28

May 2015 and the radio frequency to

monitor will be 125.650MHz. It is

recommended that pilots flying anywhere

within the vicinity of Bristol Airport use the

code.

An Information Notice with more details

has been published today by the CAA. An

updated leaflet containing the new Bristol

code will soon be available from the

Airspace & Safety Initiative (ASI) website.

Club Travellers

John and Monica Hamer have been doing

a lot of globe trotting in the past

months. Their latest adventure was to

Nepal - before the recent devastating

earthquakes. Like John Sparks they found

a local microlight school and took to the

air. The photos below record their flights.
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Wednesday Evening Fly-ins

13th May - Gloucestershire Airport by

Brian (Bumble) Finch

The Sun Shines for Staverton!

A light wind and glorious sunshine ensured

a  bumper attendance of between 25 and

27 aircraft made the trip to Staverton on

the 13th May for the first Summer Fly-in

BBQ of the season.

One of the first arrivals was Russell - a

new member from Abergavenny - who

also took the Team photo in the absence

of our resident photographers Bruce and

Wendy who apparently had gone fishing -

in the words of Victor Meldrew - I Don't

Believe it !

Special thanks must go to our Host -

Darren Lewington, Operations Director

at Gloucester Airport - for providing our

venue and the Fire Crew to marshal us

safely to our parking area. The Charity

collection for Help2Fly raised £181.49,

a great total from our members.

 Andy Virgoe and Alan Coulon once

again starred with their “have BBQ will

travel” to provide  Burgers, Hotdogs,

Bacon Sarnies, drinks and even

puddings to fill up all the starving pilots,

well done Andy and Alan - you can come

again !

Lets all hope for a great summer to

follow on how we started - see you next

time, Bumble.

Popham 2015 by John Sparks

Popham is not my favourite

destination to go by car.  It takes

twice as long as flying  providing there

is no motorway thrombosis.  However,

as the weather forecast looked appalling

for the Sunday, and not much better for

the Saturday  - rain was expected to

arrive in the afternoon – I decided on

the spur of the moment to drive there

early on Saturday.  By the time I

arrived, the car park was rapidly filling

but the grey sky was

uncharacteristically quiet.   The reason

was a chilly and gusty 15 knot wind

from the east almost straight down

Popham’s 08 runway.

The large area next to 03 that, by mid

morning is normally crowded with
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parked microlights, looked nearly empty.

I counted the aircraft a couple of times

and there were around 30.  Only 4 were

flexwings.

The air marshals were largely standing

around chatting except when one of the

demonstrators took off.  Robin Kraike of

P&M Aviation was doing quite good

business with the latest versions of the

Quiks fitted with Rotax 582s.    He told me

later that it was quite boisterous up in the

sky.   The only other aircraft frequently

popping round the circuit was an autogyro

Cavalon Pro.

Being unconverted to ‘the dark side’ of

microlighting, I wanted to see the latest

developments from P&M as well as

buying a few items for servicing my

Quik.  Firstly, I was glad to see that

Conair are selling less expensive

‘compatible parts’ for Rotax engines

which are identical in spec to those sold

by Rotax.  Carb rubbers, hoses, EGT

sensors (the genuine ones cost a

fortune) and many other items were

cheaper than those authenticated by

Rotax.  Some were only a few pounds

less, others like EGT sensors were

substantially so.   I bought a set of carb

rubbers which look identical to the

genuine items and Conrad assured me

that they are an entirely satisfactory

replacement.  Well, anything that brings

down the ridiculous prices that we have

to pay without compromising safety is

to be welcomed.

As for the flexwings, one could not help

noticing the bright orange Quik Lites.

The two versions come with either one

or two seats and are powered by

Rotax’s 582 two stroke engine.  The

single seat SSDR model is fitted with the

standard 10.3 metre square Quik wing

and the two seater Permit to Fly model,

with the larger GT 450 one. Although

this might seem like a retrogressive

step, I was told that P&M are ‘doing

their best to address the market’.  Their

mega expensive trike, The Pulsar, is

being targeted abroad and only 3 have

been sold, one each to Mexico, the USA

and Canada.  The development has

been necessitated by a big hike in the

price of the Austrian 4 strokes.  The oil

injected 582 with its good power to

weight ratio and very much lower price,
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seemed the obvious choice for the so

called ‘economy’ models.  The Quik GT Lite

has the GT 450’s wings with the

undersurfaces vented and the tougher

Explorer undercarriage.  The winglets

have been dropped, although they can be

fitted as an optional extra, and, on the

single seater version, the electric trim –

which in my experience is somewhat

unreliable – has been replaced by the

cable hoist on the luffs operated by a

handle on the starboard A frame. That is

the method used by the trikes of old and

worked every time!   Performance wise,

the Quik GT Lite is no different from my

Quik 912S.  One up, it climbs at 1100ft per

minute with a maximum speed, 95 mph.

With a 65 litre tanks, it should be a decent

cross country machine.

So how cheap is cheap?  The 912 powered

trikes with bells and whistles attached

from P&M are creeping up towards

£40,000.  To buy a Quik 912S like mine,

you would get no change out of £35K.

The Quik Lites start at £19K with the full

spec GT Lite  selling for a few pound less

than £24,000.   That is £1000 more than

I paid for my new my Quik in 2003!  In

aviation, the definition of cheap is ‘less

expensive’.

One piece of information that I picked up

from one of the pilots from Redlands  is

that within the next few years, the airfield

may well be swallowed up by the

expansion of Swindon.
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(Editor’s comment:- Popham is some-

times the starting point for future pilots

and the following photo captured by

John Sparks probably says it all.)

Is it:-

    “Oooh Dad you can’t afford this”

Or

     Two aspiring pilots weighing up the

options?


